
 

               

 

  

SpellQuest congratulates all the contestants of State Level competition 2020-21! 

State level examination accounts for a total of 90 marks. 
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SpellQuest congratulates all the students who had qualified for the State Level 

Examination 2020-21. 

STATE LEVEL EXAMINATION result to be announced under         

Winners, Merit, Commendation & Participation categories. 

The WINNERS, MERIT HOLDERS, and COMMENDATION category of 

all Clubs are now eligible to participate in the ‘NATIONAL LEVEL’ 

Competition. 

WINNERS: Students securing 98% and above marks fall in this category. 

Exquisite Trophy & Certificates for this category will be given in their 

respective schools.  

MERIT: Students securing 95% to 97% marks fall in this category. Medals & 

Certificates for this category will be given in their respective schools. 

COMMENDATION: Students securing 60% to 94% marks fall into this 

category. Certificates for this category will be given in their respective schools. 

PARTICIPATION: Students securing less than 60% marks fall into this 

category. We sincerely appreciate their efforts. We encourage them and wish 

them all the best for the next year SpellQuest competition. Certificates for this 

category will be given in their respective schools. 

 The results are software generated. 

 Revaluation is not encouraged at SpellQuest as the answer papers are 

evaluated by software. 

 Marks will not be disclosed over phone. Kindly write an email to 

info@spellquest.in.   

 Steps to check the result: www.spellquest.in> result >enter student’s 

login id> view result. 

 Login id’s were given during state level online examination and also 

shared via messages and email.  

 

 

 

“Our language is the reflection of ourselves. A 

language is an exact reflection of the character and 

growth of its speakers- Cesar Chavez.” 
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